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	Strabismus Surgery and its Complications is divided into two

	distinct sections. Part I outlines the surgical management of

	strabismus in 17 chapters. A full range of topics is covered

	including basic anatomy and physiology, surgical planning,

	preoperative and postoperative management, and surgical

	techniques. Surgical techniques are described in dedicated

	chapters, each richly illustrated with figures and photographs.

	Detailed descriptions of the basic steps of surgery as well as

	surgical nuances are provided. The figures and figure legends

	are designed to stand alone as basic surgical instruction for the

	surgeon who has experience with the surgical management of

	strabismus. More detailed instruction is available in the text for

	those wanting elaboration. Chapters on the use of botulinum

	toxin in the management of strabismus and on the medical

	management of strabismus conclude Part I of the textbook.





	Part II reviews a wide range of surgical complications, both

	common and uncommon, in 15 chapters. Most published reports

	on complications related to strabismus surgery consist of

	case reports or small case series. An attempt has been made to

	compile these numerous reports into the concise pages of this

	textbook in a user-friendly format, to create a single source reference

	on strabismus surgery complications. Advice on how to

	avoid and how to manage complications of strabismus surgery

	is provided based on evidence-based medicine where available.

	Consensus and/or common sense advice is provided where evidence-

	based medicine is not available. A chapter on managing

	patients with atypical and unexpected anatomical features and

	a chapter on the medicolegal aspects of strabismus surgery are

	included. The textbook is extensively referenced and indexed

	to facilitate rapid identification and review of desired information.

	Cross-reference is made throughout each chapter to other

	chapters containing related information.





	A DVD is provided containing video footage of basic surgical

	techniques to compliment the information on surgical

	techniques provided in Part I of the textbook. The DVD also

	contains electronic copies of all photographs and illustrations

	that are unique to this textbook, divided by chapters. The owner

	of this textbook and DVD is free to use these photographs

	and illustrations in lectures and other nonpermanent teaching

	mediums provided that this textbook is cited as their source.

	Materials that were used with the permission of others has not

	been included on the DVD as the publisher does not have the

	right to authorize use of materials provided by others for use

	exclusively in this textbook.
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JSF 1.2 ComponentsPackt Publishing, 2009
This book is a practical, hands-on guide to learning JavaServer Faces components based on a fictitious computer hardware e-commerce application. It adopts an example-driven approach focused on solving common web application development tasks using a wide range of JSF components from today's most popular JSF component libraries. Each chapter covers...
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Global Intellectual Property Rights: Knowledge, Access and DevelopmentPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
Intellectual property rights such as patents can reduce access to knowledge in genetics, health, agriculture, education, and information technology, particularly for people in developing countries. Global Intellectual Property Rights shows how the new global rules of intellectual property have been the product of the strategic behavior of...
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Conformal Array Antenna Theory and Design (IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This publication is the first comprehensive treatment of conformal antenna arrays from an engineering perspective. There are journal and conference papers that treat the field of conformal antenna arrays, but they are typically theoretical in nature. While providing a thorough foundation in theory, the authors of this publication provide readers...
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Logic Functions and Equations: Examples and ExercisesSpringer, 2009
The field of binary Logics has two main areas of application, the Digital Design of Circuits (related to Electrical Engineering) and Propositional Logics (related to Mathematics, Artificial Intelligence, Complexity etc.). In both cases it is quite possible to teach the theoretical foundations and to do some exercises, but in both cases the examples...
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Developing Business Intelligence Apps for SharePointO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create dynamic business intelligence (Bi) solutions for SharePoint faster and with more capabilities than previously possible. With this book, you’ll learn the entire process—from high-level concepts to development and deployment—for building data-rich Bi applications with Visual Studio LightSwitch, Sql Server 2012,...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...
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